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There are usually two kinds of bibles; the one which is small, pocket size, meant to be taken to the
church, and the other, a little bigger and broader, to be kept at home. Most of the family bibles or the
Jehovah witness books are quite old, perhaps published in the Victorian era or the 19th, and with
the passage of time they tend to wither away. However, many consider these old books as relics
and like to preserve them as traditions. Research shows that humidity, heat and light are the major
causes that lead the bible or witness book to wither away.

Many people decide to go for jw bible binding as it gives the book and its pages a little more
strength and the book looks new due to the bindersâ€™ abilities. In this process, apart from stitching the
pages of the book, the binders remake the cover page with leather coating, metal corners and
others.

There are various reasons for which the bible tends to wither away. Some of them are:

â€¢	The pages of the older bibles and witness books were hand sewn and quite naturally, with time
they wither away, making the pages loose.

â€¢	The covering of the older bibles were mainly done by leather, which erodes away with the passage
of time.

â€¢	The pages of the bible or witness book also become brittle and as a result they fall apart or get
separated from the book.

In the case of jehovah witness bible binding the bindersâ€™ deliver the book in a good condition;
properly bound, cover remade and the corners plated with metal. There are certain ways to prolong
the life and condition of the bible or witness book:

â€¢	Not keeping the book open for a long time.

â€¢	Not storing the book in a hot and humid place.

There are many such ways by which the bookâ€™s life can be prolonged and the book can be saved as
a relic.
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James Blee - About Author:
For more information on a jw bible binding, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a jehovah witness bible binding!
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